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We report on the spatially selective formation of GaN nanocrystals embedded in GaAs. Broad-area

Nþ implantation followed by rapid thermal annealing leads to the formation of nanocrystals at the

depth of maximum ion damage. With additional irradiation using a Gaþ focused ion beam,

selective lateral positioning of the nanocrystals within the GaAs matrix is observed in isolated

regions of increased vacancy concentration. Following rapid thermal annealing, the formation of

zincblende GaN is observed in the regions of highest vacancy concentration. The nucleation of

zincblende nanocrystals over the wurtzite phase of bulk GaN is consistent with the predictions of a

thermodynamic model for the nanoscale size-dependence of GaN nucleation. VC 2011 American
Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3665122]

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to its direct energy gap in the visible wavelength

range, GaN is suitable for use in visible light-emitters, diode

lasers, and optical communications. While GaN usually crys-

tallizes in a wurtzite (WZ) lattice, zincblende (ZB) GaN has

also been reported, offering several advantages over WZ

GaN including lower bandgaps (3.28� 3.23 eV vs. 3.5 eV)

(Refs. 1 and 2), and higher carrier mobilities.3 In addition,

ZB GaN may be readily integrated with existing ZB III-V

semiconductor substrates and devices.4 However, light-

emitting diodes fabricated on (1 0 1 0) m plane WZ GaN

have shown polarized spontaneous light emission, potentially

useful in liquid crystal display applications.5 In addition, the

piezoelectric WZ nitrides have potential applications in field-

effect transistors tuned by applying stress to the device.6 Ion

beam synthesis approaches have been utilized to produce

both ZB and WZ nitride nanocrystals.7,8 The preference for

ZB vs. WZ GaN may be related to nanocrystallite strain,9 the

relative stability of the small size of WZ and ZB nanocrys-

tals,10 or the influence of short-to-medium range order in the

host matrix. To exploit the desired characteristics of both ZB

and WZ GaN, an understanding of the mechanisms for selec-

tive phase nucleation is essential.

In terms of lateral patterning of nanocrystals, focused

ion beam (FIB) milling has been used to produce sites for

selective nucleation of Ge islands on Si(001),11 Cu2O nano-

dots on SrTiO3(100),12 and InP nanowires on GaAs(100).13

In addition, it has been proposed that FIB-induced vacancy

motion would enable void organization in broad-area

implanted GaSb and InSb.14 In this paper, we report on the

influence of combined broad-area and FIB irradiation, fol-

lowed by rapid thermal annealing (RTA), on the phase selec-

tion and lateral patterning of nitride nanocrystals embedded

in GaAs. Following Nþ implantation plus RTA, ZB GaN

nanocrystals are observed to be centered about the depth of

maximum ion damage. Additional Gaþ FIB irradiation leads

to selective lateral positioning of the nanocrystals in local-

ized regions of highest vacancy concentration. The preferen-

tial nucleation of ZB GaN nanocrystals over the

thermodynamically favored WZ phase of bulk GaN is con-

sistent with the predictions of a thermodynamic model for

the size-dependence of nucleation for ZB GaN.

This article is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we describe

the methods used for synthesizing and characterizing the

GaAs:N nanostructures, including ion implantation, transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM), and selected area electron

diffraction (SAD). In Sec. III, we present damage-depth distri-

butions for Nþ implantation into GaAs. We then examine the

influence of localized damage on the lateral positioning of

nanocrystal nucleation and propose a thermodynamic model

for the nucleation of ZB GaN. A summary is given in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

For these investigations, �1 lm-thick n-doped GaAs

films grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on (001) GaAs were

broad-area implanted using 75 or 100 keV Nþ ions, with a

nominal fluence of 2.5� 1017 or 5� 1017 cm�2, respectively.

To minimize channeling effects during implantation, a 7�

angle of incidence with respect to the sample surface normal

was used. During the broad-area Nþ implantation, the sub-

strate temperature was maintained at 300 �C. Following
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broad-area implantation, trenches with widths and depths of

25 to 50 nm and spacings of 150 to 200 nm were milled into

the surface using a Gaþ FIB operating at 30 kV. The samples

were then rapid thermal annealed in argon gas at 800 �C for

30 s. Cross-sectional TEM samples, oriented perpendicular to

the length of the FIB-milled trenches, were prepared using

FIB liftout.15 TEM imaging and SAD were carried out in a

JEOL 2010F TEM operating at 200 kV, using apertures which

select regions with �0.10 lm diameters. All SAD patterns

were calibrated to the GaAs substrate f110g. SRIM (Ref. 16)

simulations of vacancy and ion depth distribution were

performed for 75 and 100 keV Nþ ions implanted into GaAs

at a 7� angle of incidence. The depth-dependence of lattice

disorder was determined by channeling-Rutherford backscat-

tering spectrometry (RBS) with a 2 MeV Heþþ beam.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Depth-dependence of ion damage

We first consider the influence of vacancy concentration

on the depth distribution of nitride nanocrystal formation in

GaAs. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) present dark-field TEM images

of typical layers formed by 75 and 100 keV implantation-

and-RTA. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) also contain overlaid plots

of depth versus vacancy concentration and N concentration,

as predicted by SRIM. The cavities in the TEM images,

labeled with arrows, are likely remnants of coalesced N gas

bubbles at the depths of highest N concentration, similar to

earlier reports.17,18 Simulations of 75 keV (100 keV) Nþ im-

plantation predict maximum vacancy and N concentrations

at depths of 100 (150) and 160 (200) nm, respectively. For

100 keV as-implanted GaAs, the maximum vacancy concen-

tration is �1.9� 1025 cm�3, compared to �1.0� 1025 cm�3

for the case of 75 keV as-implanted GaAs. In both cases, a

surface layer containing a high density of GaN-rich GaAsN

nanostructures within an amorphous matrix, centered about

the predicted depth of maximum vacancy concentration, is

observed. This suggests that lattice damage provides sites for

nanocrystal nucleation.

To determine the influence of broad-area Nþ implanta-

tion energy and RTA on damage depth profiles, (001)

channeling-RBS measurements were performed on 75 and

100 keV Nþ implanted GaAs. Figure 2 presents the normal-

ized yield versus energy and depth for 75 and 100 keV

as-implanted and implanted-and-RTA GaAs. For comparison,

random and (001) channeling yields from GaAs are included

in the plot. The ratio of the channeling RBS yield to the ran-

dom yield (v) is a measure of the fraction of ions which were

dechanneled, presumably due to lattice disorder. For 100 keV

(75 keV) as-implanted GaAs, the normalized yield contains a

broad peak spanning depths from 0 to 300 nm (0 to 250 nm).

The presence of this peak indicates an increase in lattice dis-

order which encompasses both the depths of highest vacancy

concentration and highest nitrogen concentration. For depths

to 300 nm, the normalized yield is an average of 32% higher

for 100 keV in comparison with that of 75 keV as-implanted

GaAs, suggesting a higher vacancy concentration following

100 keV implantation, consistent with the predictions of

SRIM simulations discussed above. Following RTA, the nor-

malized yields of both the 100 keV and 75 keV samples are

reduced, indicating partial recovery of crystallinity. For the

100 keV (75 keV) sample, the normalized yield contains a

local minimum from 0 to 150 nm (0 to 100 nm), consistent

with the predicted depth of maximum vacancy concentration

and the observed depth of nanocrystal formation. Therefore,

FIG. 1. SRIM simulations of the depth-dependence of vacancy and nitrogen

concentrations for (a) 75 keV and (b) 100 keV Nþ ions implanted into

GaAs, overlaid onto dark-field TEM images of implanted-and-RTA GaAs.

The regions of highest vacancy concentration (solid line) and highest nitro-

gen concentration (dashed line) from the simulation correspond to layers

with crystallite formation (bright spots) and blistering (arrows), as shown in

the underlying images.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Channeling-RBS spectra consisting of the normalized

yield of backscattered ions as a function of backscattered energy of GaAs

layers. Data from 100 and 75 keV as-implanted (solid lines) and implanted-

and-RTA (dashed lines) samples with GaAs in the random and (001) aligned

configurations are compared. For the 75 keV (100 keV) as-implanted layer, a

broad peak which spans depths from 0 to 250 nm (0 to 300 nm) is observed

and attributed to an increase in lattice disorder. Following RTA, minima from

0 to 100 nm (0 to 150 nm) indicate partial recovery of the lattice damage, at

depths corresponding to those where nanocrystal nucleation is observed.
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the nanocrystal formation indeed takes place at the depth of

highest vacancy concentration.

B. Nanoscale structure

We also consider the nanoscale structure following

broad-area implantation, FIB processing to introduce regions

of increased vacancy concentration, and RTA. Figure 3

presents typical dark-field diffraction contrast TEM images

following (a) 75 keV implanted-plus-FIB-and-RTA and (c)

100 keV implanted-plus-FIB-and-RTA. Both TEM images

reveal a series of hills and valleys associated with the FIB-

milled trenches, along with two distinct regions below the Pt

layer: (1) a nanocrystal bilayer with a �20 nm thick surface

layer and a 250 nm thick nanocrystal middle layer, and (2) a

near-substrate layer.

We compare the nanoscale structure for both implanta-

tion energies. The formation of nanocrystals within the

bilayer is comparable to the nanocrystal layer formed via

matrix-seeded growth;7 within the nanocrystal bilayer of

the implanted-plus-FIB-and-RTA samples, the thickest

layer contains nanocrystals in an amorphous matrix. The

nanocrystals have an average radius of 1.04 6 0.53 (75

keV) and 1.37 6 0.36 (100 keV) nm. In addition, within the

narrowest layer of the bilayer, it appears that many �10–15

nm nanocrystallite clusters have formed within a �20 nm

amorphous layer at the surface. The thickness of the amor-

phous layer is consistent with SRIM simulations of the

depth of highest vacancy concentration introduced by 30

keV Gaþ FIB irradiation. The nanocrystallite clusters have

nucleated near the FIB-irradiated trenches, suggesting a

preference for nucleation in regions of increased vacancy

concentration.

For both broad-area implantation energies, we consider

the influence of FIB irradiation on the percentage of preferen-

tially aligned nanocrystals within the nanostructured bilayer.

In the vicinity of the FIB-irradiated regions, similar densities

of nanocrystallite clusters are apparent following implanta-

tion-plus-FIB-and-RTA at both implantation energies.

However, a comparison of the FIB-irradiated regions reveals

a lower density of randomly spaced nanocrystals in the

75 keV bilayer, due to a lower vacancy concentration. The va-

cancy concentrations for the 75 and 100 keV as-implanted

GaAs are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. Since the

75 keV implantation leads to �50% fewer vacancies in com-

parison to that of the 100 keV implantation, there are fewer

available nucleation sites in that case. Thus, subsequent FIB

irradiation is expected to provide the greatest selectivity for

the 75 keV implanted-plus-FIB-and-RTA films.

Identification of nanocrystals was performed using SAD

collected from the bilayer following 75 keV and 100 keV

implantation-plus-FIB-and-RTA, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and

3(d), respectively. Both SAD patterns contain several spotty

rings associated with the nanocrystals and a diffuse ring, pre-

sumably due to the amorphous regions. Comparisons of the

interplanar spacings determined by SAD and the powder dif-

fraction standards from GaAs and GaN are shown in Table I.

For the 75 keV (100 keV) implanted-plus-FIB-and-RTA

nanocrystal bilayer, d-spacings of 3.26, 2.00, 1.71, 1.41 and

1.30 Å (3.26, 2.00, 1.71, 1.39, and 1.31 Å) are observed,

within 1.4% of the f111g, f220g, f311g, f400g, and f331g
interplanar spacings of GaAs. Additionally, for the 75 keV

(100 keV) implanted-plus-FIB-and-RTA nanocrystal bilayer,

d-spacings of 2.56 Å (2.59 and 1.62 Å) are apparent, within

1.9% of the f111g (f111g and f220g) interplanar spacings

FIG. 3. Dark field TEM image of (a) 75 keV and (c)

100 keV implanted-plus-FIB-and-RTA GaAs. Polycrys-

talline nanocrystals with a clustering of crystallites near

the bottom of the FIB milled trenches appear as bright

spots in the TEM image. The SAD patterns collected

from the polycrystalline layers of (a) and (c), shown in

(b) and (d), reveal the formation of ZB GaN in both

cases.

TABLE I. A comparison of the interplanar distances determined by selected

area diffraction of GaAs:N following RTA at 550 and 600 �C with the pow-

der diffraction data for GaAs and GaN.

d-spacing (Å) (experimental) Powder diffraction standards (Å)

75-keV implant. 100-kev implant. ZB GaN (hkl) GaAs (hkl)

3.26 3.26 3.26 (111)

2.56 2.59 2.60 (111)

2.00 2.00 2.00 (220)

1.71 1.71 1.70 (311)

1.62 1.59 (220)

1.41 1.39 1.41 (400)

1.30 1.31 1.30 (331)
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of ZB GaN. The f220g reflection of ZB GaN is likely miss-

ing for the 75 keV case due to the low density of GaN nano-

crystals. As shown in Fig. 1, there are fewer vacancies

expected following 75 keV implantation in comparison with

that of 100 keV implantation, which results in fewer nano-

crystal nucleation sites. For both implantation energies, pref-

erential nucleation of ZB GaN is indicated by the presence

of the {111} reflections of ZB GaN, while the {110} reflec-

tions of WZ GaN are absent. It is interesting to note that the

ZB phase has formed following both 75 and 100 keV im-

plantation-plus-FIB-and-RTA, although WZ is predicted to

be the most stable thermodynamically.19

C. Mechanisms for ZB GaN nucleation

The proposed nanocrystal nucleation process following

broad-area implantation, FIB processing, and RTA is shown

schematically in Fig. 4. The implantation of GaAs with high

energy Nþ ions produces a N super-saturated surface layer,

as shown in Fig. 4(a). The subsequent surface exposure to

localized FIB irradiation introduces regions of increased va-

cancy concentration which act as nanocrystal nucleation sites

(Fig. 4(b)). Following annealing, a nanostructured bilayer is

formed at the surface, as shown in Fig. 4(c).

We examine the size-dependence of nanocrystal phase

by considering the free energy for the nucleation of ZB and

WZ GaN. The nanocrystals form in an amorphous matrix;

thus, strain is not expected to play a role in their nucleation.

Therefore, we assume an unstrained spherical solid nucleat-

ing from a liquid. We note that the change in free energy

needed for the formation of a solid nucleus with volume Vs

and surface area AsL is given by

DG ¼ Vs
Gs

v

Vm
� GL

v

Vm

� �
þ AsLcsL; (1)

where Gs
v and GL

v are the Gibbs free energy of the solid and

liquid, respectively; csL is the interface energy between the

cluster and the surrounding matrix; and Vm is the molar

volume.

We now consider the term Gs
v � GL

v . At a temperature,

T, the change in free energy is

Gs
v � GL

v ¼ DHv � TDSv: (2)

Gs
v � GL

v must be less than 0 for energetically favorable sol-

idification. Let Tn be the temperature at which nucleation

occurs. Then

DHvðTnÞ � TnDSv ¼ 0; (3)

DSv ¼
DHvðTnÞ

Tn
: (4)

In the temperature range of 298 to 1400 K, the formation en-

thalpy of GaN fluctuates by �5%;20 therefore, we consider it

to be temperature-independent. Inserting Eq. (4) into Eq. (2),

we obtain

Gs
v � GL

v ¼ DHv � T
DHv

Tn
: (5)

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (1), we obtain the following

expression for the change in free energy:

DG ¼ Vs
DHv

Vm
� T

DHv

VmTn

� �
þ AsLcsL: (6)

To calculate the interfacial energy, we consider the method

of Miedema and den Broeder.21 We approximate the crystal-

melt interface entropy to be that of Ga and obtain the follow-

ing expression for the interface energy between the solid

GaN cluster and the liquid matrix:

c ¼ 2:5E� 9
DHv

V
2=3
m

þ 0:65E� 10
Tn

V
2=3
m

(7)

with energy units of kJ.

To calculate the total free energy, we consider the

enthalpy of formation of ZB and WZ GaN. For WZ GaN, we

FIG. 4. Schematic of the directed matrix seeding process, consisting of (a)

broad-area high energy nitrogen ion irradiation to produce a N super-

saturated amorphous layer, (b) FIB irradiation to produce arrays of localized

high vacancy concentration, and (c) rapid thermal annealing to enable

spatially–directed nanocrystal nucleation.
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use DHWZ
v ¼ �131:326 kJ=mol.20 We consider the relative

enthalpies of GaN at low pressures, with DHZB
v ¼ 0:991

DHWZ
v .22 We therefore use a value of DHZB

v ¼ �130:144

kJ=mol. For RTA at 800 �C, the change in free energy as a

function of radius for ZB and WZ GaN becomes

DGZB ¼ r3ð�2:833E� 23kJ=A3Þ þ r2ð8:588E� 23kJ=A2Þ
(8)

DGWZ ¼ r3ð�2:987E� 23kJ=A3Þ þ r2ð8:911E� 23kJ=A2Þ:
(9)

The resulting difference in free energies, DGZB�DGWZ, as

a function of nanocrystal radius, is shown in Fig. 5. For im-

plantation-plus-RTA, ZB GaN is favored when r< 2.10 Å.

For small r, the reduction in free energy of the ZB phase in

comparison with the WZ is driven by a minimization of the

GaN surface energy. Indeed, the surface energy is minimized

by adoption of the ZB crystal structure, which has a higher

density of low energy f111g surface planes in comparison

with the WZ structure. We note that a more accurate predic-

tion of the size-dependence of WZ vs. ZB nanocrystal for-

mation is expected once the enthalpy and interfacial energies

of nanoscale GaN are available.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have examined the formation of nitride

nanocrystals using a combination of broad-area implantation

and FIB processing. GaN nanocrystals form in the regions of

highest damage, both vertically and laterally. Thus, lateral

positioning using FIB patterning to introduce localized

regions of vacancy concentration is possible. Following

RTA, ZB GaN nanocrystals have nucleated instead of the

thermodynamically favored WZ phase of bulk GaN. Nuclea-

tion of ZB nanocrystals is consistent with the predictions of

a thermodynamic model for nucleation of nano-scale ZB

GaN.
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FIG. 5. Plot of the difference between the free energies of formation for

WZ and ZB GaN following RTA at 800 �C. For radii less than 2.10 Å, the

ZB phase is thermodynamically favored, while the WZ phase is favored for

larger radii.
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